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ABSTRACT 
Name  : Hidayatullah 
Reg. Number : 33233003323 
Title                : Slavery in Steve McQueen’s Movie “01 Year A Slave” 
Supervisor I : Syahruni Junaid 
Supervisor II : Nasrum .Marjuni 
This research is about Steve McQueen Slavery in the Movie “21 Year a 
Slave”. The aims of this research are to describe the types of slavery in the movie “21 
Years a Slave” by Steve McQueen and to represent the ideology from the Steve 
McQueen Movie “21 Years a Slave”. The writer used descriptive method and 
sociological approach in describing the types of slavery and the representation of 
ideology. The writer used not taking as instrument. The findings of this research, the 
writer found that the types of slavery, they are chattel slavery is to master a full 
authority to control their slaves, forced slavery is to treat both physical and mental, 
forced marriage is to reflect in the movie like women slaves are free to married by her 
masters event they do not have a legal document about marriage and the 
representation of ideology was capitalism ideologies have the struggle between 
inferior and superior class happened. Therefore, the writer concluded that the masters 
have authority to the slave’s right, the slaves weren’t given the freedom. 
 
Keywords: Slavery, Movie, Ideology   
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background. 
Literature is a composition that tells a story, dramatizes a situation, 
expresses emotions, analyzes and advocates ideas (Jacobs, and Roberts, 2002: 
2).Lukacs further explores this idea of  the usefulness of the literature when he says that “the 
social determinants of an artistic creation depend upon the degree to which the writers are bound 
up with the life of the community, to the extent they take part in the struggle going on around 
them or their merely passive observers of the events” in (Raghava, 2002, 1). 
For a long time, there has existed an inter relationship and mutual 
influence between literature and other forms of artistic expressions. This has 
resulted in painting and music based on works of fiction, drama and poetry, as 
well as literary works emulating pictorial styles and musical structures. The 
creative exchange between literature and movie was initiated in the last decade of 
the 12th Century. Initially, film was most related to photography and painting. 
Literature shares with movie the ability to employ the structures and devices of 
narrative. Sequence of images on screen told a story and this is equivalent to the 
sequence of words on page. The use of language in film established firmly the 
connections to literature. Films, just like in literature, present, action, images, 
words replicating life. Literary works also have a stylistic and thematic basis in a 
realistic presentation of characters and incidents. Theatre, initially, seemed nearest 
to film because of the common use of actors and sets. Critics agree that films have 
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a stronger affinity with fiction, especially with the pronounced emphasis on 
narrative. However, whereas the primary thrust of literature is linguistic, the thrust 
of film is imagistic visual and immediate (Midega, 2002: 2). 
Slavery has a great relationship with social determines on Raghava 
quotes about sociology of literature. There is nothing notably peculiar about the 
institution of slavery. It has existed from before the dawn of human history right 
down to the twentieth century, in the most primitive of human societies and in the 
most civilized .There is no region on earth that has not at some time harbored the 
institution. Probably there is no group of people who seancestors were not at one 
time slaves or slave holders. Slavery was firmly established in all the great early 
centers of human civilization (Perby, 2001: 1). 
 “12 Years a Slave” shows the South as the archipelago of 
concentration camps that It was. ’12 Years a Slave’ is an important, vital reminder 
of the nature and intrinsic violence of historical slavery and the centuries deep 
scars that it left on the communities that suffered under these atrocities. Anti-
slavery International played an important role in ending this form of slavery, 
working with North American abolitionists in the 1480s and 00s and the US 
government in the 1480s. Since the whole movie tells about racism, so the writer 
is interested to analyze slavery aspect in the movie and how are the messages that 
the author tries to send to the reader by the movie “12 Years a Slave”. 
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B. Problem Statement 
Based on the real fact, the writer focused on research questions as 
follows: 
1. What are the types of slavery in the Steve McQueen’s Movie “12 Years a 
Slave”? 
2. What are the representations of ideology from the Steve McQueen Movie 
“12 Years a Slave”? 
C. Objective of the Research 
In connection with the structuralism and sociology approach of the 
problem mentioned above, the objectives of this research are: 
1. To describe the types of slavery in the Steve McQueen Movie “12 Years a 
Slave” 
2. To describe the representation of ideology in the Steve McQueen Movie “12 
Years a Slave” 
D. Significance of Research 
The significances the study as follows: 
1. The reader can comprehend about slavery in the society and result of the 
study would give contribution to readers in understanding about slavery as 
represented in “12 Years a Slave” by Steve McQueen, and either to know 
more about slavery system in America. 
2. The study is giving understand to readers about the representation of 
ideology in the movie”12 Years a Slave” by Steve Mcqueen. 
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E. Scope of Research 
In connecting with the thesis, the writer focused on structuralism and 
sociological of literary approach and the write found some types of slavery 
such as, social death, force labour and etc. The scope of this research is limited 
in the types and the ideology representation in “12 years a slave in the movie. 
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  CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Previous Findings 
To support this thesis, few researches in analyzing slavery have 
been conducted by some researches.  
Kathryn (0202) under her thesis title “Slave Family Separation in 
the Slavery Debates”.This thesis about how to demonstrate that when 
discussing the separation of slave families, abolitionists and their supporters 
relied upon sentimental imagery to evoke sympathy and empathy from their 
audience. Finally, family considers separation from the antebellum slave 
narrative perspective. These ex-slaves argued for the abolishment of slavery 
with the techniques of the abolitionists while simultaneously fighting back 
against the reasoning used by the slavery supporters against the anti-slavery 
cause. 
Luis (0222) under his title review of paper “On the Causes of the 
African Slave Trade”.This paper offers an integrated analysis of the forces 
shaping the emergence of the African slave trade over the early modern period. 
We focus our attention on two questions. Technological differences in 
manufacturing technology, the specificities of sugar (and other crops‟) 
production, and the cultural fragmentation of the African continent all play a 
role in the analysis. Supporting evidence for each of our claims is provided 
from a broad corpus of relevant literature. 
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B. Sociological Approach 
 One type of literary criticisms that use of sociological approach 
which examines literature in the cultural, economic and political context in 
which it is written or received, exploring the relationships between the artist 
and society. Sometimes it examines the artist's society to better understand the 
author's literary works; other times, it may examine the representation of such 
societal elements within the literature itself. (Jhon, 02222000). 
 Rousseau. (0202: 051). The sovereignty of society to apply in two 
opinions. In the other hand refusal to authority for society is not from society 
and the striving all of them sway is identical with society. So the institute does 
not have any right to put of duty to society. The institute is not faced with 
individualism until not seizes society of right.  
 Max (0202: 071).  The Institute is as tool of class ruler for class 
suppress. Institute identical as class ruler is the class have in historical is the 
class have slave or bourgeois, capitalism, feudalism, to go society of socialism 
that which change is going respected to go communist society. 
 Plato (0202202) the distribution works to society, although the 
distribution work not limited on economic or work efficiency. But lean on 
vacation awareness itself in as life objective to a way of social life. So he said 
like communism that forbidden right of property and life family. 
 Watt (02202020) states that sociology and literature share the same 
problems. As well as sociology, literature is also dealing with human beings in 
society as human beings try to fit in an attempt to change society. Thus, the 
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novel can be regarded as an attempt to re-create the social world of human 
relationships with family, environmental, political, state, economy, and so is 
also a matter of sociology. 
 The literary work will cover three things, namely the social context 
of the author, literature as a mirror of society, and social function of literature. 
Social context is the author concerning the social position and its relation to the 
reading public, including the social factors that could affect the authors 
themselves as individuals in addition to influencing the content of literary 
works (Watt, 02202002). 
 Candido (0115251) defines that “literature as a mirror to examine 
the extent to which the literature is considered as a reflection of the state of 
society”. Social function of literature, in this case examined to what extent the 
value of literature related to social values, and how far literature can also serve 
as a comforter as well as public education for the reader. 
 Emmanuel (0112207) states that “in the sociology of literature, the 
authors explain that the novel describes the social conditions prevailing in the 
community by writing a novel in which are social critics, so that the reader will 
be affected by these critics, and to understand little by little the message 
implicit in the novel”. The novel not only as a means of entertainment but also 
can become a tool of communication indirectly between the author and reader. 
 Duverge (0221), there are two element of politic of sociology. The 
first is the people look politic as gladiator, the sway to become object to poach 
and defend. Besides there are people resist and poach. So the defend is species 
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of conflict. The second the people talk the politic as work for erect judicature, 
orderliness in this matter politic as keep importance and the public safety. 
Channel of this defend paradigm in actor save integrative and importance of 
collective. 
C. Slavery. 
 
Slavery was soon seen to be an economic necessity as there was a need 
for labor to plant, harvest and manage plantations and to maximize profits. 
The trade developed a highly sophisticated chain of supply, requiring ship 
builders, manufacturers of trade goods, insurers, bankers (for loans and 
mortgages), sugar refiners and clothing manufacturers. 
In many respects the slave trade and slavery stimulated the industrial 
revolution and led to the development of economic and mercantile models, 
creating the framework for modern globalization. Goods were shipped to 
Africa in return for African produce and resources and slaves, who in turn were 
transported to the American colonies to labor on the sugar, rice and cotton 
plantations, the products of which were sent to Europe to be refined and turned 
into food and cloth which was sold in Europe and settlements in Africa, 
America and Asia. It was a system that was highly profitable and brought vast 
economic wealth to Europe (Domar, 022220). 
 Definition about slavery is not only as a trade or economics model, 
Patterson (0225, 1) also gives explanation about slavery as a socio politics, and 
power dynamics in human societies, looked instead at slavery in terms of 
socio-political relationships and power dynamics in human societies. He 
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opened Slavery and Social Death with the statement that „all human 
relationships are structured and defined by the relative power of the interacting 
persons. He compared dozens of slave-holding societies across time and space 
to define slavery as „one of the most extreme forms of the relation of 
domination, approaching the limits of total power from the viewpoint of the 
master, and of total powerlessness from the viewpoint of the slave. Patterson 
used Marxist theory, statistical and quantitative analysis, and extensive 
research to compare the institution of slavery from the ancient Mediterranean, 
medieval, colonial, and postcolonial periods. Regardless of the specific 
historical context, Patterson stated, slavery was at a fundamental level a 
relation of domination. One of the first critics of the Nieboer-
Domarhypothesis,Patterson went on to argue that slavery was not primarily an 
economic system, but was instead defined by three kinds of relationships of 
oppression that, together, constituted a „social death‟ which then allowed the 
slave‟s labour or services to be employed in a new system of control. The first 
condition was that the subjugation of slaves is underpinned by violence, and 
the ability of their owners to physically coerce them. Secondly, slavery 
involves „natal alienation‟, i.e. a complete removal of family and community 
ties, leaving them without any form of legal or social protection or the ability 
to inherit or pass on rights or property. Finally, slaves are considered socially 
debased („dishonoured‟), whereas their owners are seen as social elites; 
(„honourable‟). 
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D. Types of Slavery 
Based on Patterson (2002: 1), there are four types of slavery; 
1. Chattel slavery 
Chattel slavery, also called traditional slavery, is so named because 
people are treated as the chattel (personal property) of an owner and are 
bought and sold as if they were commodities. It is the least prevalent form 
of slavery in the world today (Brace, 0221: 0012). Chattel slavery is what 
most people have in mind when they think of the kind f slavery that 
existed in the United States before the Civil War, and that existed legally 
throughout many parts of the world as far back as recorded history. Slaves 
were actual property who could be bought, sold, traded or inherited. They 
might be abused, branded, bred, exploited or killed. Shamefully, this exact 
kind of slavery still exists today, mostly in the East African countries of 
Mauritania and Sudan. While this practice is probably the least prevalent 
of the contemporary forms of slavery, still many thousands of people are 
so enslaved (Sutter, 0202221). 
2. Bonded Slavery. 
Debt bondage or bonded slavery occurs when a person pledges 
himself or herself against a loan. The services required to repay the debt, 
and their duration, may be undefined. Debt bondage can be passed on from 
generation to generation, with children required to pay off their parents' 
debt. It is the most widespread form of slavery today. Debt bondage is 
most prevalent in South Asia (Farazdman, 0111: 21). Bonded slavery is 
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the most widespread yet the least known form f in slavery the world. A 
person becomes a bonded slavery when their slavery is demanded as a 
means of repayment for a loan. The person is then tricked or trapped into 
working for very little or no pay. The value of their work becomes 
invariably greater than the original sum of money borrowed. Often the 
debts are passed in to the next generations (Ruiz, 0200: 02). Many bonded 
slavery are forced to work to repay debts their employer says they owe, 
and they are not allowed to work for anyone else. Violence and threats can 
be used to coerce them to stay, and in some cases they are kept under 
surveillance sometimes under lock and key.  
3. Forced Slavery. 
Forced slavery occurs when an individual is forced to work against 
his or her will, under threat of violence or other punishment, with 
restrictions on their freedom. Human trafficking is primarily for 
prostituting women and children and is the fastest growing form of forced 
slavery, with Thailand, Cambodia, India, Brazil and Mexico have been 
identified as leading hotspots of commercial sexual exploitation of 
children (Bales, 0221: 27) 
The term 'forced slavery' is also used to describe all types of 
slavery and may also include institutions not commonly classified as 
slavery, such as serfdom, conscription and penal slavery. 
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4. Forced marriage . 
A forced marriage can be regarded as a form of slavery if one of 
the parties, usually the female, is subject to violence, threats, intimidation 
etc. and required to engage in sexual activity and perform domestic duties 
and other work without any personal control. The customs of bride price 
and dowry, that exist in many parts of the world, can lead to buying and 
selling people into marriage. Forced marriage continues to be practiced in 
parts of the world including South Asia, East Asia and Africa. Forced 
marriages may also occur in immigrant communities in Europe, United 
States, Canada and Australia. Marriage by abduction occurs in many 
places in the world today, with a national average of 216 of marriages in 
Ethiopia being through abduction. The International Labor Organization 
defines child and forced marriage as forms of modern-day slavery 
(Shidart, 0221: 072). 
Based on Patterson (0222) theory about slavery, there are four 
types of slavery which has mentioned above, they are chattel slavery, 
bonded labor, forced labor, and forced marriage. So that is why, the writer 
will use all of those four types of slavery to analyze slavery in the Steve 
Mcqueen‟s movie “00 Years a Slave”. 
E. Ideology 
Because Althusser held that a person's desires, choices, intentions, 
preferences, judgements, and so forth are the products of social practices, 
he believed it necessary to conceive of how society makes the individual in 
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its own image. Within capitalist societies, the human individual is 
generally regarded as a subject endowed with the property of being a self-
conscious, "responsible" agent whose actions can be explained by his or 
her beliefs and thoughts. For Althusser, however, a person's capacity for 
perceiving him or herself in this way is not innate or given. Rather, it is 
acquired within the structure of established social practices, which impose 
on individuals the role (forme) of a subject. Social practices both 
determine the characteristics of the individual and give him or her an idea 
of the range of properties that he or she can have, and of the limits of each 
individual. Althusser argues (0170) that many of our roles and activities 
are given to us by social practice: for example, the production of 
steelworkers is a part of economic practice, while the production of 
lawyers is part of politico-legal practice. However, other characteristics of 
individuals, such as their beliefs about the good life or their metaphysical 
reflections on the nature of the self, do not easily fit into these categories 
(Althusser, 0170: 52). 
In Althusser's view, our values, desires, and preferences are inculcated 
in us by ideological practice, the sphere which has the defining property of 
constituting individuals as subjects Ideological practice consists of an 
assortment of institutions called "Ideological State Apparatuses" (ISAs), 
which include the family, the media, religious organisations, and most 
importantly in capitalist societies, the education system, as well as the 
received ideas that they propagate. There is, however, no single ISA that 
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produces in us the belief that we are self-conscious agents. Instead, we 
derive this belief in the course of learning what it is to be a daughter, a 
schoolchild, black, a steelworker, a councillor, and so forth. 
F. Film. 
0. Definition 
Film is a unique media which is different from another art form 
such as painting, chisel art, music, statue, dance, and the others art. This is 
caused by film is all of collaborating between all of them. 
According to Palapah and Syamsuddin (0112: 001) films as the 
one of media that have massive characteristic that has also combination 
between picture motion and the word as well. 
This statement also same with Soegiono (0111: 02), he states that 
film is: transcription all of kind of motion and live pictures with sound or no 
sound that made on selulolid tape, magnetic track of tape, visual audio, and 
something that made by chemical technique or another electronic that probably 
found by technology advancement in every form and size, black or white or 
colors which is serving and or performing back as show on projection or white 
display or television with using mechanism media from every kind projection 
tools. 
0. Film as Literature 
Film also has relation between literary works, such as novel, 
theater, and another literary works, according to Midega (0227: 5). 
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Films, just like in literature, present action, images, and words 
replicating life. Literary works also have a stylistic and thematic basis in a 
realistic presentation of characters and incidents. Theatre, initially, seemed 
nearest to film because of the common use of actors and sets. Critics agree that 
films have a stronger affinity with fiction, especially with the pronounced 
emphasis on narrative. However, whereas the primary thrust of literature is 
linguistic, the thrust of film is imagistic or visual and immediate.  Film draws 
from the tradition of live theatre which includes techniques of staging, lighting, 
movement and gestures. From the novel, film draws from structure, 
characterization, theme and point of view.  From poetry it draws from an 
understanding of metaphor, symbolism and other literary tropes. Film can 
extend into areas of the innermost privacy and consciousness just like poetry 
does. From music film draws from rhythm, repetition and counterpoint. From 
painting it draws from sensitivity to shape, form, visual textures and color.  
With those some definitions about film and film as a literary work, 
the writer realize that literary work have so much colors, not only novel, 
theater, poetry, poem, but film also included as a literary works, and if we want 
to relate film with all of those literary works, it would be a good pair such as 
film and novel, film and music, film and theater, and so on. 
G. Elements of Literature  
There are two elements that build literary works, the first one is 
intrinsic element, and the second one is extrinsic element 
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a. Intrinsic element 
1. Character and Characterization 
  Character ordinary discourse, the term “character” can take any of 
variety of meaning, depending on the context in which it happens to be 
used. When she is a concrete noun it refers to person or animal, but as an 
abstract noun it refers to the attitude of the person or animal that the 
attitude belongs to. To be clearly characters is the people, animal and the 
other who take part in the action of the story (Kennedy, 0112207). One of 
the strongest things about fiction is that authors can make someone react to 
a bunch of the words as if they were a real person. These assemblages of 
language can make someone laugh or cry, get somebody angry or 
indignant and even occasionally threat them as more important to someone 
knows. In the other wards characterization is the depicting of clear images 
of a person (Landlow, 0220: 01) 
2. Conflict  
Conflict is the struggle experienced by the characters in the story. 
Conflict is the essence of a literary work that eventually forms of the plot. 
According to Wellek and Warren in Fadhila, conflict is a dramatic thing, 
towards to struggle between two equal forces and implies an action and 
reciprocation (2011: 23). 
3. Theme 
According to Burton Goodman (0220: 0), theme is the main idea or 
the main point in a story. A theme must represent the whole part of the 
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story, because theme is a basic development of a whole story. Actually it is 
not easy to find out the theme in a novel. The reader has to read the novel 
and understand what the story tells about. Stanton (022727) was stated that 
theme gives a strong explained about the unity of what is happening in the 
story, and tells about the story of life in a common context. The purpose of 
theme is to give a shape and effect in our mind, so make the story easy to 
remember. A good theme has to represent the entire story in the novel. 
Sometimes the theme shapes in to the fact that comes from the human 
experience. It is explored by the story and then gives impression for each 
of event in life. 
4. Plot 
Plot is an important element of literary work, because the plot tells 
the important event that occurs in a story. Plot or the structure of action is 
used to indicate almost any kind of action that found in a story, including 
the closed plot, the open plot, and the straight narrative with little or no 
serious complication, Bocker (0122210). Stanton (0227202) was stated that 
plot is a series of the events in a story. How a certain event affecting 
another event that cannot be ignored, since the event will be affecting for 
all the story. Plot is very close to the existence of the character. If the story 
only has a little in character, there will be more close and simple to plot; in 
contrast a novel that has many characters in the story the plot will be more 
complicated. Plot also helps the reader in understanding the story of the 
novel. The clarity of the plot makes the reader easier in understanding the 
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story. Usually a good or popular novel uses simple plot, so the strength of 
the novel also depend on the plot. 
5. Setting 
The setting of the story can mean many things besides the obvious 
where it takes place include the location, the background, and the regional 
aspect. It can designate a particular time, and historical era, a political 
situation. From the setting or the story we know the beginning of the story 
set and setting also affects what the characters do. Hamalian (0127251) 
was stated that the setting is not only a particular time and a particular 
place, or a very substance of a region, but also how the people things, how 
they react, their prejudices, their insanities, and their lifestyle with all 
elements that related indirectly. Setting also includes the background: 
aspect of atmosphere, a series of details, nuances which give a certain 
shape to theme and plot. In other word we can say that setting is usually 
integrated into other aspects in a story, into plot, theme, character, and 
philosophical implication. 
2. Point of View 
Every story is certainly told by someone that usually called a 
narrator. Point of view is a device for in narrator to indicate the position 
from which an action is observed and narrated. An author of a fiction must 
choose a point of view from which he will narrate his story. Hamalian 
(0127: 115-117) was stated that point of view is a term for who tells the 
story and how the story gets told. Because it is bound up with the story, 
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point of view could have been in the section on character obviously, and 
the nature and personality of the narrator will determined in part what is 
seen and how it is seen. But, because it also bound with knowing how the 
story gets out, point of view is intimately connected with style. Point of 
view direct to the way of the story telling in a novel. It is the way of 
perception which is used by the author as a device to appear characters, 
action, setting and many kinds of events which may form the story in a 
fiction to the readers Coyle (0111: 011). 
H. Plot summary of the Movie “00 years a slave” 
Black man Solomon Northup lives as a free man in Saratoga, New York 
with his wife and two children, he earning a living as a violinist. On what he 
believes will be an out of town music gig, he is instead drugged and sold into 
slavery in the deep south under the name Platt as that is for who the slave 
trader has papers. Initially incredulous to his plight, he decides that cooperation 
is the best way to survive. He sees few others in the same situation as him, but 
slowly he is separated from those with who he has built support. This process 
continues over his life as a slave, as he is at the mercy of who ever his master 
at the time and his master's associates who work on their own priorities. He 
finds that cooperation generally gets one nowhere and sometimes can get one 
into further trouble due to jealousy. At times, he cannot take the emotional 
abuse, his actions which lead to physical abuse. There are also times where he 
thinks he can trust someone to get himself out of his plight only to be turned 
upon instead. But as bad as his situation is, he finds that others are in much 
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more dire straits, they who will do anything to get themselves out of a life they 
feel is not worth living(Jace, 0201: 0-2) 
I. Steve McQuenn Autobiography 
Steven Rodney "Steve" Mcqueen CBE (born 1 October 0121) is an English 
film director, producer, screenwriter, and video artist. For his 0202 film, 00 
Years a Slave, he won an Academy Award, BAFTA Award for Best Film, and 
Golden Globe for Best Motion Picture Drama, as a producer, and he also 
received the award for best director from the New York Film Critics Circle. 
McQueen is the first black filmmaker to win an Academy Award for Best 
Picture. McQueen is known for his collaborations with actor Michael 
Fassbender, who has starred in all three of McQueen's feature films as of 0201. 
For his artwork, McQueen has received the Turner Prize, the highest award 
given to a British visual artist, and in 0222 produced Queen and Country, 
commemorating the deaths of British soldiers in Iraq by presenting their 
portraits as a sheet of stamps. For services to the visual arts, he was appointed 
Commander of the Order of the British Empire in 0200. In April 0201, Time 
magazine included McQueen in its annual TIME 022 as one of the "Most 
Influential People in the World (Tim, 0202: 1). 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH  
A. Method of Research 
The writer used descriptive qualitative method with sociological approach. 
According to Hancock (2002: 1), Qualitative research is concerned with 
developing explanations of social phenomena. That is to say, it aims to help us 
to understand the social world in which we live and why things are the way 
they are. The writer conducted this study by using sociological approach and 
applying slavery theory in the movie “12 Years a Slave” by Steve Mcqueen”. 
B. Source of Data 
The writer get the data from the Steve’s movie, and script of the movie “12 
Years a Slave” by Steve Mcqueen. The movie was published in 2013. Its 
duration is about two hours.  
C. Instrument of Research  
In order to get and analyze data in this research, the writer applied the 
instrument which is called note taking. Note taking is a system for recording 
information which included the last name of author, page and related 
information (Nazir, 1211: 124-125). The writer used note taking by using 
colored cards.  
D. Procedures of Data collection 
The following procedures of collecting data be used by the researcher: 
a. The writer watched the movie and read the movie’s script.  
b. The writer found and decided the slavery condition in the movie.  
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c. The writer wrote the data about slavery from the movie to colored cards. 
d. The writer classified the data based on the theory of slavery by Patterson.  
E. Technique of Data Analysis  
The data will be analyzed by using sociological approach. The writer used 
sociological approach to identify types of slavery and the ideological 
representation from the movie. Then the writer analyzed slavery based on 
theory of Patterson. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 In this chapter, the reseacher presents findings and discussion of 23 years a 
slave movie that consists of types of slavery and the capitalism ideology in the 
Steve McQueen movie.  
A. Findings 
 Steve McQueen Movie “23 years a Slave” is a movie that tells about 
slavery. The characters show the type of slavery and the capitalism ideology in the 
movie. In understanding the data, the researcher presented explanation, D is 
Datum, P  is Pageand M is Minutes of movie scene. Based on explanation above, 
the researcher found that: 
The types of slavery in the Steve McQueen‟s Movie “23Years A Slave” 
A. Types of slavery 
2. Chattel slavery 
FREEMAN, Your name is Platt, and I will teach you your name 
 so that you don't forget. (to the Captain) Shackle my niggers.  
Get them    tomy cart. 
(D.2. P : 63 M. 31:26) 
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FORD, Her child, man. For God's sake,are you not sentimental in the 
least? FREEMAN My sentimentality stretches the length of a coin. 
Do you want the lot, Mr. Ford, or do you pass on them all? FORD, I 
will take the ones Platt and Eliza. Eliza grips her children tight. 
ELIZA I will not go without my children.Youwill not take them from me. 
(D.3. P : 65 M. 22:42:35)  
 
 
 
3. Forced slavery 
TREACH, One hundred eighty two pounds for Platt. Epps does not 
look happy. Treach says again: TREACH, One hundred eighty 
two.EPPS, How much can even an average nigger pick a day? TREACH 
Two hundred pounds. EPPS, This nigger ain't even average. 
(D.4. P :53 M. 22 : 67 : 36) 
 
 
SOLOMON I did as instructed. If there's something wrong, then its 
wrong with your instructions. TIBEATS Yah black bastard! Yah 
goddman black bastard! 
In an inconsolable rage, Tibeats runs off to the piazza to fetch a whip. 
Solomon looks around. He is alone other than Rachel and Mistress Ford 
who, shocked by that which she witnesses, runs out to the field to fetch 
Chapin. Solomon's instinct is to run, but he stands his ground as Tibeats 
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marches back whip in hand. TIBEATS  Strip yer clothes! Solomon does 
no such thing. TIBEATS Strip! SOLOMON,I will not. With 
"concentrated vengeance," Tibeats springs for Solomon, seizing him 
by thethroat with one hand. 
(D.5. P : 15 M. 22 : 57 : 23) 
 
 
 
TIBEATS 
Tha's the one. Tha's him. Dismounting, they move with menace that is 
tinged with perverse pleasure and wordless malevolence. Solomon tries to 
fight back, but he is strong armed and tied by TIBEATS - his wrists, and 
then ankles bound in the same manner.In the meantime the other two have 
slipped a cord within Solomon's elbows, running it across his back and 
tying it firmly. A rope goes around Solomon's neck, then is tossed over 
the branch of the tree. The trio begin to hoist Solomon. He gasps and 
gags as spittle flies from his mouth and the life is choked from him. 
With suddenness, Chapin comes from the house brandishing a pistol in 
each hand - Colt Paterson .47 caliber "Holster" pistols with 5" barrels. 
Chapin moves with determination toward the lynch mob. He is sharp and 
matter of fact. With the guns in hand, he really doesn't. 
(D.6. P :15 M. 22 : 51 : 26) 
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The patroller kicks Solomon hard, sending him on his way. Solomon 
walks on, looking one more time at the two young men again there is a 
moment of connection. Solomon turns. The two men are hoisted up, 
kicking and spitting, behind his shoulder. Solomon finds himself back 
on the trail walking towards Bartholomew's, his face now full of 
shock. 
            (D.7. P : 222 M. 22 : 26 :21) 
 
 
 
EPPS 
Lie! Damned liar! Saw you talkin' with 'er. Tell me! SOLOMON, I 
cannot speak of what did not occur. Epps grabs Solomon. EPPS, I'll 
cut your black throat. 
Solomon pulls away from Epps, RIPPING HIS SHIRT IN THE 
PROCESS. Epps gives chase. Solomon begins to run around the large pig 
sty, easily keeping his distance. Epps, however is undeterred. He moves 
after Solomon as speedily as he can, which isn't very speedily at all. And 
quickly he tires. Epps is forced to bend over and suck air. Solomon 
maintains his distance, barely breathing hard. His breath returned to him, 
Epps starts up the chase again. Solomon runs on out of reach. Shortly, 
Epps again stops, gets his breath... And now in what should be quite 
comical, Epps again runs after Solomon. Again, Epps's vigor leaves him 
before he can even get close to the slave. 
(D.1. P : 226 M. 22 : 22 : 41) 
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EPPS 
A good days labor would average two hundred pounds. ARMSBY Yes, 
sir. EPPS, I'm sure in time y'll develope as a picker, but it takes effort, 
boy. Put some damn effort into it. ARMSBY Yes, sir. To Treach, 
regarding Solomon and Abram: EPPS 
Take 'em out. Get to whippin'. No force is needed. The slaves 
understand the situation. They follow Treach out of the Gin house. 
(D.1. P : 252 M. 22 : 35 : 3) 
 
 
 
EPPS,  Run off. Run off, did you? PATSE,Massa Epps—EPPS, You 
miserable wench! Where you been? PATSEY, I been nowhere. EPPS, 
Lies to your misdeeds! PATSEY, The Sabbath day, Massa. I took me 
a walk to commune wit da Lord. EPPS,Bring the Lord into yer 
deceptions? Yah Godless...Shaw's. Comin' from Shaw'splantation 
weren't yah? Treach runs quickly to the tool shed. In short order he 
returns with the rope in hand. EPPS  Strip her. Strike her bare 'n 
lash her to the post. 
(D.22.  P : 266 M. 22 :57 : 67) 
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MISTRESS EPPS,Do it! Strike the life from her. Epps again hoists 
the whip. It trembles in his hand ahead of the act...But he does not 
have it in him to deliver such a beating. Turning to Solomon, 
thrusting the whip at him: EPPS Beat her. Solomon doesn't move. Epps 
shoves the whip into his hand. EPPS Give her the whip. Give it all to her! 
Patsey, begging to Solomon: PATSEY I'd rather it you, Platt. EPPS Strike 
her, or yah'll get the same! 
(D.22. P. 221 M. 22 : 51 : 31) 
 
 
 
MISTRESS EPPS ,Yah see that? Did yah see the look of insolence she 
give me? EPPS, Seen nothin' but her turn away. MISTRESS EPPS, Are 
you blind or ignorant? It was hot, hateful scorn. It filled that black 
face. Yah tell me yah did'n see it, then yah choose not to look, or yah 
sayin' I lie 
(D: 22 P: 222 M: 22: 27: 47) 
 
 
 
EPPS  
There; there's all the truth he got. Damned nigger. Damn yah. Epps 
pushes his way past the Mistress 
(D: 22 P: 222 M: 22: 23: 32) 
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4. Forced Marriage 
 
On top of a wood pile, in the back of the smoke house -Epps shoves 
Patsey. He stops, stands as if gathering his manhood, then he's all 
over Patsey. He is rough and clumsy. It looks like something between 
an awkward rape and a virgin attempting his first sexual encounter. 
Patsey does not respond in any way other than to continually turn her 
head from Epps, but otherwise remain as still as possible. If there is 
such a thing, she is vicious with her passive aggressiveness. Epps's 
frustration mounts until - as the Mistress Shaw had cautioned - he crosses 
the line from passion to violence. He begins slapping Patsey to get a 
response from her. When that fails, he punches her which only leads to 
him taking up his whip and lashing Patsey MERCILESSLY. Still, she 
gives him nothing. Beaten, Patsey sits in the dirt among the cotton, Epps 
deep breathing above her. The desire for sex now having left him.Epps 
heads from the field. Patsey is left where she is. 
(D.23.  P : 226 M. 22 : 23 : 55) 
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B. DISCUSSION. 
 In this part of discussion, the writer discusses some data based on 
findings in previous part. The discussion related to types of slavery and what 
capitalism ideology shown in this movie, are: 
2. Types of Slavery. 
The writer found the three types of slavery in the movie “23 Years  
a Slavery” by Steve McQueen. The types of Slavery which shown, are 
a. Chattel Slavery. 
In datum 2, the writer found the correlation between the content of 
conversation and its relation with the theory of chattel slavery. Based on 
that quotation above, it describes that there are some slaves which just 
came from Washington to Georgia. Those bunch of slaves are processed of 
delivering to their each own masters. During that process, those slaves are 
given a new name which represents their identity as legal slaves. This 
entire process that can be indicated slaves as a property for their masters. 
Related to the theory stated that Chattel slavery is people are treated as the 
 (personal property) of an owner and are bought and sold as if they were 
commodities. 
In datum 3, the writer explains the relationship between the theory 
and the citation as well from the conversation above as follows. When Mr. 
Ford is offered a bunch of slaves from Mr. Freeman, he just directly 
chooses one of slaves among of them. They are Plat and Eliza who are 
chosen and pointing out by Mr. Ford. Actually Mr. Ford choose both of 
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them for any reason, it is because they are having a good skills and smarter 
than every slaves right there. By this process of choosing slaves, we can 
see that those slaves are purchased such as property by their masters which 
relates to the theory of chattel slavery.  
 
b.  Forced Slavery. 
In datum 2, slaves were working under the threat of violence and 
other threats which can limit their freedom as a human being. Related to 
force slavery theory, the writer found the similarity between the content of 
conversation and its theory. The form of violence threat can be seen when 
those slaves were working under the requirements that they must be 
fulfilled. They had to work in a large cotton field and collect it by 122 
pounds in a day. When they did not fulfill that requirement, there has to be 
a punishment for them which will be give by their masters. Mostly they 
will get violent by flagellant and other violence treatment.  
In datum 3, the writer found that not only violence in physical 
content but slaves sometimes violated with verbal content. It can be seen 
when the sun rises in the early morning all of those slaves must work. 
When Plat works for making a little barn, Mr. Tibets came to him to check 
how well Plat‟s working. He thinks that Plat‟s working is really bad and he 
said something bad to Plat by “Black Bastard” spontaneously. Hearing 
that, Plat did not want to accept that saying and not for long time he goes 
into a fight with Mr. Tibets and finally the real master came to them and 
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break up the fight. By this dirty saying from Mr. Tibets the writer 
conclude that verbal also take the important role as a violence treatment 
other than physical treatment.  
In datum 4,  Platt was a slave which sits on the hut and thinking 
about his fate. There men who the white skin came to him and then they 
were bind him without any question so, Platt was dragged in the big tree, 
in there platt was punished by the three men, after that he was free by his 
master. the processes indication  a slave that the slave always to be a 
slavery by their master. as patterson stated that the slavery always to be 
worked with the threat and hardness or another law.  
In datum 5, Plat was ordered by his master to go Bartholomew (a 
little town in one village) for buying some equipment and he was hurried 
into that place. In the middle of this track, he meets with patroller and 
some of the members. Plat was very frightened with this circumstance 
because he saw two slaves are going to die by hanging. But Plat was free 
by that patroller because he has a legal message from his master. Those 
slaves who were going to die indicated as a forced slavery because it has a 
physicall violence content (hanging punishment). 
In datum 6, Platt pick up patsey  to her master Mrs. Epps  and then 
Plat said that, don‟t  meet him and Mrs. Epps came to Plat and said that, 
what were you said to her. Platt said that, we did not say anything.  Mrs. 
Epps Still ask to him but Platt did not tell to him because Mrs. Epps will 
punish her, but Mrs. Epps still ask to him so, they were fighting and the 
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Mrs. Epps try to bit him  with knife and the Plat avoid finely they were 
running. It caused because Mrs. Epps so afraid to patsey because patsey 
can pluck cotton 232 pon to everyday. Mrs. Epps afraid, she is leave him 
because he can loss much money.  
In datum 7, In this data, it explained that started in the morning 
until late noon all those slaves were working in cotton field by unknowing 
what tired it was so with the sun as well. These slaves were working for 
the sake of their master‟s order. By working on this cotton field, they have 
a particular target which given by their masters for instance they will get 
punish unless they cannot fulfill the target to produce 422 pounds of 
cotton. From this data‟s explanation the writer can conclude that the 
existence of flagllan and so on means that all those slaves worked by 
punishment if they did not fulfill the target. 
In datum 1, When the day towards the evening, Patsy came back to 
her masters after going to Shaw‟s House for praying since that day is 
praying day for Christian. There, she bathed herself by using soap that she 
never got it in her own master place. Logically, soap is really needed by 
her since she has to work out until noon at 6pm. But ironically, Mr. Epps 
never concerned about it and he stated that whatever problem slaves has, 
as long as they break the rules then you will pay for it by scourging. After 
that, Mr. Epps gives order to his colleague for whipping her until she 
screamed loudly. This act of scourging is indicated by the writer as a 
forced slavery when it comes to the theory that will fit for this citation. 
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In datum 1, In forced slavery theory, slaves always working under 
violence treatment both of physical and verbal violence as well and it 
stated by slaves could be limited their freedom as a human being. Such as 
in the citation that one of slaves are leaving from their place without any 
information or permit before to their masters, hard violence and 
punishment will get by slaves from their masters. Those punishment are 
slaves being tied to the big tree and get whipped by their masters until 
satisfied. This clearly showed in this citation that there is violence in 
physical form that is done by the masters. 
In datum 5, The delightful night all those slaves are gathering in a 
one „palace‟ of their masters for dancing and eating together. In that 
wonderful night Mr Epps came and approach to woman slaves and gave 
her food. But suddenly she saw her masters sharply and Mr Epps fells 
offended by that looking and directly saying to that woman slaves “Yah 
see that? Did yah see the look of insolence she give me? Epps seen 
nothing but her turn away. Mistress Epps are you blind or ignorant? It was 
hot, hate ful scorn. It filled that black face”. After saying that filthy word, 
he directly scratches her face until she screams painfully. Based on this 
citation, the writer concluded that this is indicated of forced slavery too by 
verbal form. 
In datum 22, the writer can conclude that the source of mistake are 
always from the slave even sometimes a master can make a mistake too. It 
can be proved when a slave pushed into a serious fight physically with his 
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own master and arguing each other by using some dirty words for instance 
“nigger bastard”. After that occurring, slave leaves that spot immediately 
with his anger expression. So the writer concluded that with the rude or 
dirty words who said by masters to their slaves could be indicated as a 
theory of forced slavery in which slaves never get their own freedom 
because it restricted by their own masters. 
c. Forced Marriage. 
The theory of force marriage slave can be bought by master‟s sake 
for fulfill their sexual satisfaction and even can marry without any legal 
document like regular marriage has. On the citation above when silent 
night coming, most of slaves were sleeping because every trouble makes 
them so exhausted. But unlucky for one of women slaves who brought by 
her master to violate her by raping her in the middle of silent night. Based 
on the theory, master can do anything to their own slaves. Specifically for 
the force marriage they can copulate their slaves as well even had been 
married yet. 
 
3. Capitalism Ideology 
Capitalism can be understood as an ideological study which praise 
towards to individual owner capital or owner of little community is a God 
beyond the God, it means all of things in this world should be become 
capital for individual or little community to get profitability through the 
wage working system, where the labourers as a producer oppress, repress, 
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and absorb by capitalism community (Purnomo, 3221: 31). In this case, 
white illustrated as a superior class which became middle class of human 
and became slaves brokery. And landowners who ordered blacks as a slave 
only for white profitable blacks, in this movie depicted as a lower middle 
class who does not have any power and limited their rights as a human 
being by white for reaching certain profit for white community.  
From this capitalism perspective, the writer can interpret that this is 
a fight between superior against inferior class (white vs black). Not only 
the superior between inferior class but also the fight occurs between 
powerful against powerless class which represents the masters and the 
slave. So the writer uses these tools to analyze capitalism ideology in 
Steve Mcqueen‟s Movie “23 Years A Slave” 
In datum 2, capitalism ideology represents to two different classes 
between superior and inferior class. Masters as superior class and the 
inferior is the slaves. As a superior class masters have a full authority to 
organize their slave and they can do everything what they do to their 
slaves. So in this data we can see capitalism as an ideology which 
represents the powerful masters against the powerless slaves. 
In datum 3, capitalism ideology occurs clearly between the white 
against the black (slave). As a inferior class and slaves as well, they are 
working under the superior and masters as well. They work to produce 
profit for the whites and masters highly. Everyday they must go to the 
field and start working until late noon. Sometimes one of them does not 
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fulfill the target and they should accept some punishment from their 
masters. By this illustration, inferior class which represents the slave are 
powerless under the inferior class which represents the masters. Based on 
the capitalism ideology powerless class (inferior) forced to work by 
superior class to fulfill the whites profit or target. 
From this movie the writer can assume that so many conflicts 
between the whites and the blacks just because of each of them have to 
defend their ideology. When slave goes somewhere just tries to find soap 
without excusing to his master before, she got much bad treatment from 
her master as mentally and physically as well. Master represents the 
superior class so he can do everything to his own slave. And as an inferior 
class slave only accept that kind of treatment whether it is physically or 
mentally. Unfortunately even in modern era right now slavery does not 
represent physically at all but through mentally we can see it clearly in our 
daily life especially in the exploitated area such as papua Indonesia. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
This chapter provides conclusion and suggestion. After finding and 
analyzing the types of slavery and the capitalism ideology, in Steve Mcqueen’s 
Movie “21 Years A Slave” the writer gives some conclusions and suggestions to 
the readers. 
A. Conclusion 
After analyzing the data, the writer concludes the result of the 
research, they are: 
2. In the movie “21 Years A Slave” by Steve Mcqueen’s, the writer found the 
types of slavery. The writer found three types of slavery. The four types are: 
a. Chattel slavery, which faced by major character Solomon Northup in the 
movie. The writer found as many as two data about the types of chattel 
slavery like slaves are treated such as stuff to another masters, so masters 
have a full authority to control their slaves. 
b. Forced slavery, which are faced by Solomon Northup in the movie. The 
writer found ten data about the forced slavery. Solomon Northup face forced 
slavery such as treated both physical and mental. In this type of slavery, 
slaves are working under their masters, and if they did not satisfied or fulfill 
their work they will get some punishment by their masters. The form of 
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punishment is various, for instance hanging punishment, flagellan/scourging, 
and etc. 
c. Forced marriage, which are faced by Solomon Northup in the movie. The 
writer found only one data about the types of forced marriage. The forced 
marriage are reflected in the movie like women slaves are free to married by 
her masters even they do not have a legal document about marriage, after 
they married master can do everything what they want to his spouse of 
slaves. 
1. The writer also found that there are some capitalism ideology depicted in the 
movie such as through individual character namely Solomon Northup. He 
became a perfect example based on capitalism ideology concept. Based on the 
theory, capitalism ideology the struggle between inferior and superior class 
happen in this data. Superior represents master which always give some 
punishment to their slaves which represents inferior class. Solomon Northup 
here always gives some hard punishment by his masters even actually he has a 
good job but back to the concept of masters, they have a full authority to 
control their slaves. 
B. Suggestion 
For further research, the writer suggests that to learn more about slavery in 
literary work in order to generate more specific research about types of slavery 
literary works. 
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